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Executive Summary
In February 2019, a group of Ball State University advertising and public relations students were
approached with the task of creating a worldwide event that thanked journalists who empower
communities and promote free speech. The team ran a digital campaign with the addition to a
physical booth on the day of the event, March 13th. Throughout this campaign, the team
experienced many highs and lows with journalism being a controversial topic in the political media.
Overall, the campaign lasted about 2 months and reached over 300,000 people on Twitter on Thank
A Journalist Day.

Problem Statement & Solution
Journalism empowers communities, strengthens democracy and promotes free speech in our society.
Despite these vital functions that journalists perform every day, only 40.1% of the population find
news sources trustworthy and treat reporters with criticism, skepticism and backlash.
Whether its national news or stories about hometown heroes, journalism in local communities
around the world is taken for granted. In a political and societal climate where the distrust of
information runs rampant, Thank a Journalist Day sought to emphasize the importance of
journalism in local, national, and international communities.
Thank a Journalist Day was created as a response to these problems.
Thank a Journalist Day was a student-ran advertising and public relations campaign based out of
Muncie, IN. that strived to spark a discussion about the importance of journalism. Using social
media marketing, digital advertising, public relations practices and with funding from a variety of
campus-grants, the Thank a Journalist Day campaign challenged existing perceptions and ignited
discussion about journalism around the world.

Goals & Objectives
The Thank a Journalist Day campaign promoted the importance of journalism as a societal function.
It sought to entice key targets to show gratitude toward journalists, both local and national, on social
media platforms using the hashtag #thankajournalist.
From this goal, key objectives were established.
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1. Establish Thank a Journalist Day (TAJD) as a recognized event by the state of Indiana and
beyond.
2. Reach every state in the United States with TAJD messaging.
3. Reach every continent in the world (excluding Antarctica) with TAJD messaging.
As an awareness campaign, Thank a Journalist Day took advantage of key executions that spread
the messaging far and wide.

Timeline
The campaign took place over the course of two months, which were split into different planning
and execution periods.
February 13

February 20 –
28, 2019

March 1,
2019

March 3,
2019

March 13,
2019

May 2, 2019

TAJD
Proclaimed in
Indiana

Press Releases
Sent

Digital Ads
Begin

Social Media
Ads Begin

TAJD Event

Case Study
Released

Executions
Facebook & Twitter
Thank a Journalist Day was promoted on
Facebook and Twitter through organic and
paid content. Content included famous
journalism-related quotes, boosted posts,
journalist bios, videos and more.
The team researched quotes that were related to
journalism or the world of media and
information. These quotes were designed into a
template to enhance their visual appeal and to
ensure they matched across all channels. Placing

Figure 1: Quote shared on Facebook and Twitter pages.
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the Twitter handle or Facebook page on the photo
underneath the quote helped increased brand
recognition.
Further content on all channels included highlights of
Ball State University alumni and current journalism
students, partially in celebration of the 50th Anniversary
of the Department of Journalism at Ball State – but
more so to celebrate their work as journalists. This
content garnered high impressions and engagements
throughout the course of the campaign.
Boosted Facebook posts garnered more impressions on
the channel. This enabled the campaign to reach people
who did not follow the Thank a Journalist Day account.
Even though the posts reached more people, they also
received more negative sentiment.

Figure 2: Boosted post on Facebook.

Facebook advertisements were used to reach an even
wider audience, generate profile clicks, and drive users
to the website (See: Social Media Advertising).
Twitter was used mainly as an organic vehicle to
highlight Facebook messaging on a different channel.
Twitter advertisements were used to spread the
messaging to a wider audience, but were received as
overwhelmingly negative (See: The Results – Twitter).
Official Proclamation
To reinforce the validity of Thank a Journalist Day, an
objective of the campaign was to have March 13, 2019,
officially proclaimed as Thank a Journalist Day by
Indiana’s Governor Eric Holcomb. The date was
chosen because it coincided with the annual Sunshine
Week and the year-long Ball State University
Department of Journalism 50th Anniversary
Celebration.
The campaign team drafted proclamation language and
submitted the request through the Indiana

Figure 3: Proclamation signed by Indiana
Governor Eric Holcomb making Thank a
Journalist Day an official state holiday.
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Government/Governor Eric Holcomb website. The team also reached out to Indiana legislators,
Representatives Ed Clere, Ed Delaney, Sue Errington, and Senator Tim Lanane, asking for their
support in having our proclamation passed and their support in our campaign in general.
On February 13, 2019 Thank a Journalist Day was proclaimed1 for March 13, 2019 in the state of
Indiana by Governor Eric Holcomb.
Press Releases
From the start, Thank a Journalist Day was recognized as a public relations campaign, with
advertising elements. Press releases were constructed to reach different audiences through multiple
publications and mediums.
Journalists, both local and national, were one of the primary target audiences of the campaign.
Media relations efforts would extend the reach of the campaign, reach target audiences directly and
create earned media opportunities in and around Indiana. Two press releases2 were drafted: one for
Indiana media and another suited for both national and international media.
Press releases were sent to media lists constructed using Cision3. The lists targeted journalists from
the following areas: the state of Indiana; Chicago, Illinois; Cincinnati, Ohio; Louisville, Kentucky;
lower areas of the state of Michigan; Nashville, Tennessee; St. Louis, Missouri.
With connections to translators and international contacts from Ball State University, the campaign
also reached a variety of countries outside the United States thanks to the international press releases.
Hosted a Thank a Journalist Day booth at Ball State University
In order to promote Thank a Journalist Day on a hyperlocal level, a small event was hosted at Ball
State University.
The Thank a Journalist Day campaign culminated with a booth in the Arts and Journalism Building
at Ball State University on March 13, 2019. The booth invited passersby to take their picture with a
branded photo banner backdrop, and post their photo on Facebook or Twitter, thanking a
journalist. Those who didn’t want to take a photo were encouraged to still post their gratitude
towards journalists on social media. Those who participated in the campaign were invited to grab a
sticker that said “I thanked a journalist.”

1

Official proclamation language included in Appendix (1).
Both press releases can be found in the Appendix (2)
3
Cision is a public relations and earned media software company/services provider that granted the campaign team
access to a worldwide database of media contacts.
2
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The booth was located in the Atrium, a dining hall located in the Arts and Journalism Building on
Ball State’s campus. The spot receives a high amount of foot traffic during lunch and dinner hours
from university students and staff, a portion of our target audience.
Members of our team constructed our branded photo banner backdrop. It was designed to resemble
a newspaper, with actual content and headlines that related to our campaign. Props to enticed
passersby to take a solo photo or one with their friends and post the photo to their social media
accounts, thanking a journalist and using the #thankajournalist hashtag.
Digital display ads via Simpli.fi
Simpli.fi, a digital advertising company specializing in localized
programmatic advertising worked with Thank a Journalist Day
students to promote the event on the internet using digital
display ads. These advertisements appeared on websites in the
form of banner ads and sidebars. These ads were “geofenced” to
appear near or around office buildings housing journalists and
newspaper reporters.
Additionally, the strategy geofenced the Newseum in
Washington, D.C. to capture and “retarget” attendees of
Freedom of Information Day on March 8, 2019.
Website
Our website, thankajournalistday.com, served as the central hub
for information about Thank a Journalist Day. Social media,
press releases and digital advertising directed people to visit the
site to find more information about the initiative. Included in
the site was our mission, guides on how to thank a journalist,
the reasoning behind the initiative and resources for the media.
The site-builder Squarespace was used to manage the design,
content, and website hosting.

Figure 4: Digital display ad.
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The Results
Facebook
On Thank a Journalist Day, Facebook experienced its worst outage ever. Unfortunately, this meant
that any interaction on Facebook was lost on March 13. In the weeks leading up to Thank a
Journalist Day, Facebook did not generate nearly as much engagement as Twitter.

Figure 5: Facebook reach for the Thank a Journalist Day campaign during the month of March 2019.

Paid media on Facebook reached a little over 2,600 people – the highest for any Facebook posts. The
comments on this paid post were mostly negative, but some sparked discussion about the state of
journalism in the United States.
Twitter
Leading up to Thank a Journalist Day, a video promoting the event was posted on Twitter on
March 5, 2019 and went viral, garnering 63,202 total impressions and 72,024 media (video)
views. Unfortunately, response to this video and tweet was overwhelmingly negative. With over
1,000 replies and only 107 Likes/Retweets, the tweet was not received well by the demographic that
interacted. Common themes in the Replies centered around wishing journalists would learn to code
or simply outright denial to participate in Thank a Journalist Day.
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More so, some of the replies suggested that the
definition of “journalist” is only understood as large
media conglomerates and left-leaning organizations.
Independent, freelance journalists were among those
actually thanked in response to the video.
On March 13, “#thankajournalist” and
“#thankajournalistday” sparked discussion across the
world on Twitter. Interactions on this day were
overwhelmingly positive compared to previous
interactions.
Free Twitter analysis revealed that nearly 500 people
from around the world participated on Twitter. The
Figure 6: Promotional video on Twitter. Click
606 total tweets that used the hashtag,
image to see full tweet.
“#thankajournalist” reached 1,892,178 people in less
than 24 hours. Tweets reached all 50 states and even a
couple of different countries including Japan, Italy and the United Kingdom.
Using Brand24, a paid social media monitoring tool, a more accurate analysis of Twitter activity was
created. On March 13, Thank a Journalist Day media garnered nearly 300 separate mentions (uses
of hashtag) over 331,000 reach, 97.2% positive mentions, and over 2,500 social media likes (see
Appendix).
According to Trendsmap Indy, the #thankajournalist hashtag was trending in Indianapolis on the
morning and early afternoon of Thank a Journalist Day (March 13, 2019). A variety of influencers
took to Twitter to use the hashtag including the Chicago Board Options Exchange (638K followers),
Ted Allen (the host of Chopped), Governor JB Pritzker of Chicago, The Society of Professional
Journalists, Radio Television Digital News Association, Indiana University Bloomington, the
National Association of Black Journalists, Ball State College of Communication, Information and
Media, Power 105.1 (NYC’s Hip Hop and R&B radio station) and many more.
Website
The Thank a Journalist Day website was visited by nearly 3,000 users between January 1 and April
1, 2019. These users were from nearly 70 countries across the world. The highest website visits came
from the United States (1,735) the United Kingdom (706) and Australia (88).
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Figure 7: Sessions by country

Users were mostly male in their mid-30s to
upper 40s. Most visitors arrived to the website
by directly typing it into their URL or via
referral. This is likely due to the amount of
press releases and shared media that included
access to the website. Simpli.fi Digital Ads also
linked directly to the website. Bounce rates
were extremely high, but this is to be expected
since the website was mainly one page and
did not ask the visitor to engage with any
content.

Figure 8: Top channels for thankajournalistday.com

Media Relations
The majority of media hits were op-eds, with 12 out of the total 15 placements having been written
by guest commentators in support of our mission. The highest amount of reach was within Indiana,
but the campaign also reached parts of Illinois and Ohio. The total amount of unique visitors per
month (UVMP’s) for each outlet the campaign received coverage in was 721,253.
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Byway Brewing of Hammond, IN, extended a thank you to their local journalists via their blog on
March 12, 2019. Thank a Journalist Day was honored on Sunshine Week’s website under their
events. A blog titled “The Writer’s Apocalypse” also featured the campaign in an article. The
Hoosier State Press Association wrote an article and the Chicago Public Square mentioned Thank a
Journalist Day in a roundup of March 13 happenings.
Display Advertising (Simpli.fi)
Digital display ads garnered 206,806 impressions, but click-through-rates (CTR) were extremely low
– between 0.15% and 0.18%. The highest performing campaign geo-targeted small-town
publications throughout the United States.

Budget
The budget was procured through the generosity of grants from the Ball State University
Department of Journalism and 1 For All, a national, nonpartisan program built to support First
Amendment freedoms. The Thank a Journalist Day campaign would like to extend a special thank
you to these organizations for the funding that made this project possible.
Item

Notes

Squarespace Year Annual
Business Plan
$194.40

Used 10% off code. Domain registration came free for one year.

Facebook Advertising

$450.31

Twitter Advertising

$18.22

Digital Ads

$588.05

Stickers

$258.65

Banner

$50.30

PVC Piping (for Banner) $24.97
Brand24 Monitoring

Stopped running ads after virality and negative swarm of replies

Used 45% off code
Donated by John Metzger

$49.99
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Charlie Cardinal Plush

$20.00

FINAL COST

$1,654.89

A gift for Simpli.fi; refund to Eddie Metzger

Future Plans/Looking Forward
With a successful first run of Thank a Journalist Day, the team is looking forward to seeing a
successful second iteration of the day in 2020. In order to prepare and easily pass down the reins to a
future team, the current team is creating a plan that includes the following as a wrap-up:
Establishing a Permanent Holiday
While a future team can reach out to Governor Eric Holcomb and propose March 13, 2020, be
proclaimed as the second Thank a Journalist Day, we thought it would be helpful and effective to
work to have Thank a Journalist Day recognized annually as a holiday on March 13. The process
includes having a bill passed through legislation, and we’ve reached out to our initial state legislators
we contacted in search of support and guidance in the process of passing a bill.
Guide for Future Students
This case study offers in-depth coverage of the campaign results and process, but in order to ensure
that future teams excel in their Thank a Journalist Day efforts, a step-by-step guide for future
campaigns has been created. The guide contains processes, pitfalls, and recommendations for
growth. It also contains credentials for owned media to ensure that the campaign is consistent in
social channels, email accounts, and our website.

Conclusion
The Thank a Journalist Day campaign achieved the following objectives using a variety of strategies.
1. Establish Thank a Journalist Day (TAJD) as a recognized event by the state of Indiana and
beyond.
Through collaborative communication among team members, and working with the state
government, Thank a Journalist Day was proclaimed official by Governor Eric Holcomb.
2. Reach every state in the United States with TAJD messaging.
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Through the use of social media marketing, digital advertising, and press releases, the campaign
reached far beyond the borders of the state. Website visits from every state and social interactions
from many different major cities lead to the spread of TAJD messaging.
3. Reach every continent in the world (excluding Antarctica) with TAJD messaging.
Using translated press releases, Thank a Journalist Day content reached far and wide. Website visits
from nearly 70 countries confirmed that the content resonated with more than an American
audience.
Despite the negative comments throughout this campaign, it was a success and reached over 300,000
people on March 13th on Twitter alone. This campaign reached its goal of promoting the
importance of journalism as a societal function throughout the country, while also reaching all of its
objectives needed to achieve the goal.
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Appendices
Appendix 1: State Proclamation
1. Organization: Ball State University Department of Journalism
2. Title of Proclamation: Thank a Journalist Day
3. Dates of Proclamation: March 12, 2019
4. Purpose of Proclamation: To honor and thank journalists from the state of Indiana for the
work they do to honor the First Amendment and protect free speech.
5. Language of Proclamation:
a. Whereas: The American Society of News Editors and the Society of Professional
Journalists annually recognize Sunshine Week every March since 2005 as a
celebration of the hard work of journalists, including print, broadcast and online
news media, civics groups, non-profits, schools and libraries; and
b. Whereas: the state of Indiana expresses its sincere thanks and appreciation for
journalists, reporters, and media professionals for the services they perform for the
residents of the state and their local communities; and
c. Whereas: journalists sin the state of Indiana are recognized for protecting their
communities against misinformation, granting the public the basic resource to
information and knowledge of current events, and work to uphold the basic
democratic values of the First Amendment in their communities; and
d. Whereas: the intention for a designated day in the state of Indiana to thank
journalists for the work they do is also intended to enlighten the public about their
right to information and the opportunities granted to them by the First Amendment.
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Appendix 2: Press Release
Thank a Journalist Day set for March 13, 2019
MUNCIE, Ind.– Thank a Journalist Day, a nationwide campaign initiated by a team of Ball State
University advertising and public relations students, will recognize the work that journalists do to
empower their communities around the world.

Gov. Eric Holcomb has proclaimed March 13 as Thank a Journalist Day, in conjunction with
Sunshine Week, a national, non-partisan initiative held annually to focus on the importance of open
government, the public’s right to know on local, state and national levels, and the First Amendment.
Thank a Journalist Day acknowledges the role journalists play in keeping communities informed and
safe. On March 13, everyone can participate and to thank a journalist on their social media outlets
including Facebook and Twitter using the hashtag #thankajournalist. The Ball State team will also
tap specific supporters across a global network to thank a journalist.
“At a time when fake news, misinformation and attacks on the First Amendment take place so
frequently, this class saw a need to thank journalists,” Kelli Reutman said. “Most journalists work on
a hyper local level keeping politicians honest, writing about the local influencers and being a voice
for those who can’t or won’t speak up for themselves.”
The project is part of an advertising campaigns class, under the leadership of Professor Michelle
O’Malley, lecturer at the Department of Journalism at Ball State University. It is designed to raise
awareness about the role journalists play in telling the story of community across the country. The
One For All initiative at Middle Tennessee State University and Freedom Forum Institute in
Washington, D.C. are national sponsors and helping spread the word.
"We have thanked firefighters, police officers and teachers who are all vital to the community,” said
O’Malley. “However, we might never know about where the fire was, or who was burglarized, or
won the ball game or received all A’s, if it weren’t for journalists. Journalists are an important part of
every community's fabric and today is a good day to thank them for doing this very important job.”
More than 100,000 media outlets across the United States provide communities with news that
supports everyday life. It’s time to thank them for providing us with the truth, and protecting free
speech and democracy, said O’Malley.
Ball State students behind the project are Alissa Brewer, Michaela Dean, Claire Demirjian, Eddie
Metzger, Kelli Reutman and Jillian Wilschke.
In addition, the College of Communication, Information and Media is hosting WTHR Channel 13
investigative journalist and Ball State alumna Sandra Chapman to lead a discussion about a multi-
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year investigation into a childhood cancer cluster in Johnson County. Chapman’s reporting required
access to public records and highlights the importance of Indiana’s Open Records Act and federal
Freedom of Information laws. Her work drew the attention of lawmakers and advocates, and drove
the U.S. Senate to direct $1 million to fund further an investigation of the claims. The event at is 7
p.m. March 12 at the Alumni Center and is free and open to the public.
For more about the Thank A Journalist campaign, please visit thankajournalistday.com and follow
us on Twitter @ThankJournalist or Facebook @thankajournalist.
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Appendix 3: Media Coverage Report
Outlet

Article

Muncie Star
Press

Date

Location

Reporter/Con
tributor

Outlet
UVPM’s

Column:
March 13,
Thank a
2019
Journalist Day
to spark a
discussion
about local
journalism

Muncie,
Indiana

Eddie
Metzger

16,658

The Chicago
Crusader

Thank a
March 13,
Journalist Day 2019
set for March
13, 2019

Chicago,
Illinois

“Leslie”

90,071

Herald
Journal

Column:
March 13,
Thank a
2019
Journalist Day
to spark
discussion
about local
journalism

Monticello,
Indiana

Eddie
Metzger

27,854

The State
JournalRegister

Our View:
Journalists
remain an
important
part of
community’s
fabric

March 12,
2019

Champaign/
Springfield/
Decatur, IL

The State
JournalRegister Staff

37,171

PalladiumItem

Letter to the
Editor:
Thanks to

March 23,
2019

Richmond,
Indiana

Donalee
Phelps

184,130
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local
journalists and
PalladiumItem
PalladiumItem

Column:
March 10,
Thank a
2019
Journalist Day
to spark
discussion
about local
journalism

Dayton, Ohio

Eddie
Metzger

184,130

Times-Mail

COMMENT March 15,
ARY: Thank a 2019
Journalist Day
to spark local
journalism
discussion

Bedford,
Indiana

Eddie
Metzger

47,517

Daily Review
Atlas

Another
March 13,
View: Today
2019
is Thank a
Journalist Day

Monmouth,
Illinois

Daily Review
Atlas Staff

2,750

Journal Star

Our View:
March 12,
Today is
2019
Thank a
Journalist Day

Peoria/
Bloomington,
Illinois

Dennis
Anderson

48,064

The RegisterMail

Another view: March 13,
Today is
2019
Thank a
Journalist Day

Galesburg, IL

The RegisterMail Staff

9,785
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The Paper of
Montgomery
County
Online

A chance to
say “Thank
you
journalists!”

Muncie
Journal

March 13,
2019

Crawfordsville John O.
, Indiana
Marlowe

5,200

Thank A
March 12,
Journalist Day 2019
Set For March
13, 2019

Muncie,
Indiana

Jillian
Wilschke

10,970

Muncie
Journal

“Thank a
Journalist
Day” To
Spark
Discussion
About Local
Journalism

March 5,
2019

Muncie,
Indiana

Eddie
Metzger

10,970

CommercialNews

Guest
editorial:
Journalists
remain an
important
part of
community’s
fabric

March 15,
2019

Danville,
Illinois

CommercialNews Staff

N/A

KPC News

Sunshine
March 10,
Week is about 2019
your right to
know

Auburn,
Indiana

Dave Kurtz

45,983
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Thankajournalist

Date range: 13 Mar 2019 - 13 Mar 2019

 Summary of results

VOLUME OF MENTIONS

SOCIAL MEDIA REACH

 271

 331 K

+266 (+5320%)

POSITIVE

NEGATIVE

 173

+329 K (+26522%)

 5

+170 (+5667%)

+5 (+100%)

 Volume of mentions graph
PREVIOUS PERIOD

CURRENT PERIOD

210

140

70

13
Mar
PREVIOUS PERIOD:

5

5

max.

min.

5

271

CURRENT PERIOD:

avg.

max.

271

min.

271

avg.

 Social media reach graph
PREVIOUS PERIOD

CURRENT PERIOD

255 K

170 K

85 K

13
Mar
PREVIOUS PERIOD:

1242

max.

1242

min.

1242

avg.

CURRENT PERIOD:

331 K

max.

331 K

min.

330647

avg.

 Mentions per category (comparing to previous period)

 0

-100%

FACEBOOK

 260

+25900%

TWITTER

 1

+100%

 0

0%

FORUM

NEWS

 6

+500%

 1

+100%

 0

0%

 3

+50%

INSTAGRAM

YOUTUBE

BLOGS

WEB
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Date range: 13 Mar 2019 - 13 Mar 2019

 Most popular mentions
GovPritzker

1

 2019-03-13 15:32

 twitter.com

are a few more hours to left to #thankajournalist today – don’t blow the deadline! Journalists in

IUBloomington

2

 2019-03-13 13:31

 twitter.com

Celebrating the great Ernie Pyle on #ThankAJournalistDay pic.twitter.com/3gjEOB58Ea [...]

3



NABJ

 2019-03-13 12:18

 twitter.com

In honor of #ThankAJournalist Day, we send our to all of our dynamic members. Use #NABJ [...] In

thesopojournal

4

 2019-03-13 21:55

 instagram.com

about you, Instagram? No no. We couldn’t miss #ThankAJournalistDay just because the app went down.

SatoshiJournal

5

 2019-03-13 17:21

 twitter.com

Today is #ThankAJournalistDay. What we do is no picnic, but as Samuel Freedman wrote, If youre a [..

BSUCCIM

6

 2019-03-13 19:55

 twitter.com

them. We thank the people who support them. #ThankAJournalist [...] them. We thank the pe...

FranktonSS2019

7

 2019-03-13 13:54

 twitter.com

On this #ThankAJournalistDay we would like to thank not only one of the best to do it, [...] On this

VStMartin

8

 2019-03-13 10:02

 twitter.com

It’s #ThankAJournalistDay and I want to shout out all the amazing journalists I am honored to work [

9



mariecbaca

 2019-03-13 15:18

 twitter.com

Apparently today is #ThankAJournalist day, so Id like to thank all my journalist colleagues on Tw...

10

BallState

 2019-03-13 03:21

 twitter.com

#ThankAJournalistDay, a nationwide campaign initiated by a team of our advertising and public rel...
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Thankajournalist

Date range: 13 Mar 2019 - 13 Mar 2019

 Most active social media authors
PROFILE

1

917wvxu

2

evan_weaver7

3

ThankJournalist

4
5

cjdjam
jillianwilschke

7

kellylynndavis


9

bzbenbryant
AlexDriggars

10

ShayTorie

11

skullpull101

12

hoosierdocsams

13

AustinWattsDT

14

bsujourn

15

ruthwitmer

16



lehmann_emerson

17



_ElizabethWyman

18

wolvesnsheeple

19

RomeovilleKid

20

VStMartin

SOURCE
























johanazacipa12


6

8



REACH



MENTIONS

24 002

8

16

5

132

4

20

4

2913

4

733

4

10 736

3

2679

3

61

3

2832

3

3

2

42

2

111

2

390

2

298

2

49

2

602

2

384

2

1126

2

3465

2

 Most in uential social media authors
PROFILE

1

Power1051

2

digiphile

3

IUBloomington

4

917wvxu

5

BallState

6
7

kellylynndavis


NABJ

8

RTDNA

9

IDHS

10
11

kimberlyanngeo


12
13

womenjournos


14

cjdjam
CurtisSChin

15
16

RealRCMaxwell

ShayTorie


bzbenbryant

17

VStMartin

18

IDSpulse

19

Spring eld_IL

20

damienwillis



SOURCE
























VOICE SHARE



INFLUENCE

43.892%

145 128

12.376%

40 920

10.993%

36 349

9.872%

32 642

2.172%

7181

1.656%

5475

1.532%

5066

1.171%

3872

1.023%

3383

0.877%

2898

0.838%

2769

0.614%

2028

0.599%

1980

0.474%

1566

0.437%

1444

0.413%

1366

0.356%

1178

0.355%

1175

0.346%

1142

0.32%

1057
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Date range: 13 Mar 2019 - 13 Mar 2019

 Most active sites


SITE

MENTIONS

1

twitter.com

2

instagram.com

260
6

3

twidigg.com

2

4

youtube.com

1

5

reddit.com

1

6

ickr.com

1

 Most in uential sites
SITE



VISITS



INFLUENCE SCORE

1

youtube.com

18 B

10

/10

2

instagram.com

2.8 B

10

/10

3

twitter.com

2.8 B

10

/10

4

reddit.com

1.5 B

10

/10

119 M

10

/10

N/A

0

/10

5
6

ickr.com
twidigg.com
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 Trending hashtags


HASHTAG

MENTIONS

1

#thankajournalist

166

2

#thankajournalistday

115

3

#learntocode

4

4

#rtdn rst

3

5

#fakenews

3

6

#journalists

2

7

#wednesdaywisdom

2

8

#wwegrow

2

9

#rstoday

2

10

#nabj

2

11

#sunshineweek

2

12

#newspaper

1

13

#morelatinosinnews

1

14

#wholovesyababy

1

15

#investigativejournalism

1

16

#dehumanizeajournalist

1

17

#trending

1

18

#trump2020

1

19

#schlagzeilen

1

20

#ballstate

1

 Most active locations
COUNTRY

1

United States

2



MENTIONS



REACH

140

152 446

Japan

1

5

3

Italy

1

9

4

United Kingdom

1

51

5
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Date range: 13 Mar 2019 - 13 Mar 2019

 Numerical summary

4

 271

 267



 2941

 359

 2579

 2

 0

 0

RESULTS

SOCIAL MEDIA RESULTS

INTERACTIONS

 173

SHARES

97%

 5

POSITIVE MENTIONS

 331 K

RESULTS BEYOND SOCIAL
MEDIA

SOCIAL MEDIA REACH

LIKES

3%

NEGATIVE MENTIONS

COMMENTS

RESULTS FROM FACEBOOK

RESULTS FROM BLOGS

 Context of discussion
news
inspiring

christian

meeting
lastly

happy today

birthday
journalists appreciate i’m does covering journo communities holidays indy support
thanks indiana host big public special and reporter local great connected friends it’s spent article hours
normally
information
journalist thankful day hard event lot informed latest community media appreciation love

fewer

donate

happens assignment time know

reporters
editors

fellow

stories

reporting
residents

celebrate

celebrating
shoutout

blog

answers
honor

morning

better social best want doing colleagues students

signed

team

following dont

work state
amazing continue journalism

thisishome

newspaper

advertising

job

hall

especially

world like

thank years

considered

michiana

democracy

stuff

people

provide

buy
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